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FRIDAY REVIEW

A timely venture
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SHYAMHARI CHAKRA

The Naba Gunjan dance festival unearthed some impressive young talents

“We have attended so many so-called talent-hunt dance events where winning has been paying the hosts. But, here we were paid as
winners and it made us so happy,” – this was the unanimous sentiment of the winners of the just concluded Naba Gunjan Odissi
talent search festival hosted at Cuttack .

Cuttack-based internationally acclaimed Odissi dancer, choreographer and trainer Meera Das launched Naba-Gunjan (new
vibrations), an annual dance event to discover and nurture new talents in Odissi, that has instantly received rave response from the
Odissi community. While historic Odissi personality Priyambada Mohanty-Hejmadi, whose performance as a teenager in New
Delhi 63 years ago had brought the dance form to limelight eventually winning it classical status, was present to watch and bless
the winners; well-known Odissi exponents Pranati Mohanty and Muktilata Pal along with music exponents A Maheswar Rao and
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Sreenivas Satapathy served as the jury apart from host Meera Das as the observer. The three best performers of each section -
seniors (age 19 to 28) and juniors (age 8 to 18) - were offered cash awards.

A student of the state-owned Utkal Sangeet Mahavidyalaya, the premiere college of performing arts in Bhubaneswar, Harekrushna
Dhal emerged the senior section topper. This tall and handsome budding artiste is emerging fast as a fabulous male dancer at the
events that he is performing. Smaranika Hota, the junior section topper, from the famed Odisha Dance Academy in Bhubaneswar is
gifted with a sculpturesque figure and a pair of eyes that emotes to bring tears in her audience. Her ability to explore the entire
stage-space is amazing, even in avinaya that doesn’t allow much movement. Arunima Acharya, also from the Academy, emerged as
runners up in the senior section.

A pleasant surprise of the festival were the highly impressive budding dancers of Cuttack-based Pradakshina Odissi institute of
Anshuman Mishra, an architect by profession and dancer by passion. Ahead of the rest in their sense of aesthetics, all the dancers
won hearts while two were award winners. The level of perfection at all levels among the dancers pointed out the standard of their
training.

Similarly, the dancers of Nrutya Upasana Pitha from Bhubaneswar under its founder-director and Ustad Bismillah Khan awardee
Sonali Mohapatra left a lasting impression. Satyaprakash Sahoo and Padmaja Priyambada were award winners while Ratnapadma
Aurosmita and Amrita Mishra put up sterling performances. The other impressive performers included Dipsi Patnaik from Suravi
Odissi institute of Bhubaneswar who was an award winner; Anuska Das and Yasna Ray from Tribeni Kala Kendra, Rourkela;
Prajakta Panda from Srjan Odissi Nrityabasa, Bhubaneswar; Sheetal Sibangi Suvadarsini, Lopamudra Khandayatrai from Cuttack
and Sarbani Panda and Punyasloka Mohanty from Puri. The lone participant from outside Odisha was Banashree Mohapatra from
Nrityantar Odissi Academy of Bengaluru.

Host Meera Das didn’t not allow her disciples to participate in the talent search test for ethical reasons, but the budding dancers of
her Gunjan Dance Academy presented group compositions with élan. And a flute recital by Ustad Biusmillah Khan Yuva Prativa
Puraskar winner Sreenivas Satapathy was a special treat for the artistes and connoisseurs of the event.
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